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Water stream, functions as eco-corridor

Rough (Native Grasses)

Tee off 18th Hole,  Mountain Course

Existing Stream becomes golf hazard and natural habitat

Bridge crossing

Buggy Path

Existing native vegetation and rough areas as 
part of the game to limit extend of fairways

Fairway 18th Hole,  Mountain Course

Green 18th Hole, Mountain Course

Club House

Out of bounds area, functions as natural habitat for native animals 

Reed beds / Riperian Areas

Green Strategy Blue Strategy Recreational Activities & Trails StrategyCirculation StrategyOpen Space Diagram

Main Green Connectors Natural Valley Stream Adventure TrailBuggy Path Mountain Course Family Hiking and Educational TrailAdventure Park Access
Treetop WalkBuggy Path Valley Course Zip LineResort Public Pedestrian Access
Cycling TrailResort Private Access Clubhouse Access

Non-Intensive Golf Landscape

Retention Pond

Secondary Green Connectors Natural Mountain Runoff
with vegetated swales

Vegetated Swales along road

Intensive Golf Landscape
Riperian areas/ vegetated swales

Semi Native Landscape

Eco Corridors

Infiltration trench
Cultural/Tropical Landscape

Natural Recreation Pools

Feature Pools

Hotel Landscape

Hotel Podium

Natural Park

Entry Park

Entry Road Buffer
 Landscape

Outdoor Retail Area

Valley Course
Clubhouse Area

Mountain Course

The planned development areas for Integrated Golf Course Resort are 
integrated closely with a rich variety of landscapes and topography. These 
include slopes vegetated with native plants, foothills and mountainous 
plateaus. The focus of the Integrated Golf Course is its pristine, sheltered 
mountain landscape with natural vegetation and ecological resources. The 
Golf Course Project respects these natural resources by sensitively nestling 
the developments below the ridgelines and away from the natural drainage 
courses. The plan links the development areas with an extensive network of 
paths through the mountain network.

The green system is a network of green spaces or greenways that integrate 
and infiltrate with the landscape programs. In addition to the existing 
main water features, it is necessary to differentiate existing associations of 
vegetation to further develop an overall green system. Although the current 
site conditions includes various plantations of mango trees and
other agricultural activities, they are not considered part of the ecological 
sensitive green system that we which to preserve or reinstate. Instead such 
vegetation is considered part of a ‘cultural landscape’ and become reference 
for the hotel landscape where the terraced farming concept is adopted 
in the landscape design. Fruit trees and invasive tropical species will be 
sensitively introduced at the villa’s and clubhouse landscapes considering 
their aromatic and floral characteristics.

The development of the blue system is based on a very profound study of 
the existing site , compromising, existing waterways, flooding area, climate, 
geology , slope erosion data and topography. The site has been shaped 
naturally throughout the years resulting into meandering streams and 
natural mountain runoff swales. Low laying areas are occasionally flooded 
and bring along a natural plant association forming a unique ecological 
system. We label these streams and their associated vegetation as ‘eco 
corridors’. The objective of this masterplan is to cherish this unique natural 
diversity through a sustainable approach considering setback areas for 
development from these waterways or eco corridors.

Integrating and promoting other outdoor activities that benefits guest, 
users and even non-guest will encourage all age bracket to stay and visit 
the proposed development. These highlighted activities will be special 
feature activities and will be part of the hospitality and world class golf 
gaming experience of the proposed development. The masterplan 
includes the adventure trail, family hiking and educational trail, treetop 
walk, zipline adventure and cycling trail. These trails can also be use to be 
able to host a 5 or 10km fun run within the development.

The vehicular roads and buggy paths have been carefully integrated 
into the existing terrain. Slopes and levels have been considered for the 
development of a efficient and workable routing. The roads and paths 
are situated in a way that views towards the surrounding landscape will 
be maximized, but the amount of groundworks and other civil works is 
minimized therefore reducing the impact on the existing landscape to a 
minimum.

Landscape Framework
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Integrated Golf Resort Philippines
Landscape Master Plan

The site is located at along the extended foothills of the mountain
ridge that holds Mount Pinatubo. The primary ridge lines traverse the site 
from south-west towards north-east. The largest level changes range from 
400 to 150meters and can be found at the south eastern part of the site. The 
Northern areas of the 722ha are of land are laying at a significantly lower 
level compared the southern half. The northern and southern parts of the 
site are divided by dramatic north facing cliffs.
The Eastern side edging the future public road is characterized by an area 
of relative flat land. Topographic analysis reveals upland pockets of develop-
able land for an efficient golf course design and plateaus within an intricate 
network of ridges. 

Topography
Site Understanding

The existing waterways will form a crucial part of the project’s storm water 
management system.
Flooding levels are to be considered to define and locate both hardscape 
and softscape features. The existing natural terrain and its associated 
vegetation is shaped over the years to cope with the most extreme storms in 
the area. It is important to identify these conditions and protect them within 
the future development.
Not only will existing streams become potential key hydro-geological 
corridors in the project, they also bring along a rich and biodiverse landscape 
that is considered a natural asset to the future development.

100 Year Flood Analysis

The site is a convergence of pristine shrubland and agriculture fields, of man and nature. 
Located within 722 ha of mountainous landscapes linked with the extended foothills of Mount Pinatubo. 
The site’s morphology reflects low human intervention and has natural level differences up to 250meters within 
boundaries. 

The majority of the site accommodates a diverse native landscape typically known for its rich ecology of fauna 
and flora. This diverse native landscape typology is stretched far beyond the project boundaries linked with the 
regions volcanic landscapes offering splendid views..

Following the brief requirements, a site area of 400ha has been carefully selected out of the 722ha of land made 
available for the initial master planning stage. A sensitive landscape planning methodology has been adopted 
to outline the project boundaries and to conceptualize the further development of the Master Plan. This 
compromises site observations, topographical and hydrological studies, terrain mapping, GIS, VR , 3d printing 
and intensive terrain assessments on site.

 

The design of the Concept Master Plan has been guided by a desire to accommodate human use of the land 
with its inherent natural processes and natural history. 
Therefore the Concept plan proposes a sensitively integrated golf resort guided by nature by maintaining 
existing landforms and systems.
The golf course routing  ensures a sensitive landscape planning approach guided by the existing ecosystem. 
The native green and blue systems are protected and cultivated beyond the aesthetic quality to ensure the true 
ecological benefit is sustained within the development. 
Existing valley streams and their associated vegetation are labeled as 'Eco-corridors' and co-exist with the 
development program. 
Sufficient distances from fairways and greens are set forward in the landscape master plan to allow for natural 
infiltration and respect native habitats. These corridors are interlinked to strengthen the ecological value and 
promote the movement of species. Hiking and cycling trails are carefully blended with the 'Eco-corridors' as they 
take  advantage of the connected green system.
The objective of the master plan is to cherish this unique natural diversity and landforms through a sustainable 
approach and design methodology.

This diagram shows the unstable slopes in the area, including the area 
affected by landslides if this would occur. The data on this map has been 
generated by NOAH (Nationwide Operational Assessment of Hazards) of 
the Philippines. NOAH has simulated landslide susceptible area and taken in 
consideration the different factors that cause them.

This diagram shows the unstable slopes in the area, including the area 
affected by landslides if this would occur. The data on this map has been 
generated by NOAH (Nationwide Operational Assessment of Hazards) of 
the Philippines. NOAH has simulated landslide susceptible area and taken in 
consideration the different factors that cause them.

Landslide Risk Analysis Existing Land use

The landscape values are mainly driven by the site’s dramatic level 
differences and their associated native landscapes.
Panoramic views stretching far beyond the site boundaries capture the 
volcano and its foothills. These views are often framed or hidden depending 
on the topographical conditions in the site and the viewing point. This 
provides a diverse landscape experience with enclosed landscapes within 
valleys and a rather exposed experience at mountain tops.
The mountainous backdrop of the volcano dominates the horizon for the 
views towards the south eastern direction of the site.

Landscape Value Analysis
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25  Glamping

26  Glamping center
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      Project signage
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      Hotel

      Hotel pool area 

      Hotel themed gardens

      Hotel (boutique)

10  Hotel (boutique) parking

11  Outdoor retail area

12  Outdoor food and beverage

13  Golf Club Entrée road

14  Golf Club parking area

15  Drop off area

16  Clubhouse

17  Hotel villa�s

18  Feature bridge

19  Naturalistic stream

20  Driving range

41  Adventure trail

42  Educational trail 

43   Mountain biking trail

44  Hiking trail

45  Maintenance Building

36  Water park facility building

37  Waterfall

38  Recreational ponds

39  Natural creek 

40  Farming � Terraces

31  Hotel green roof

32  Water reservoir

33  Natural reserve 

34  Riparian area

35  Natural water park

No Dwelling Zone Agricultural Land

Settlement

Mango Plantation

Secondary Pathway

1.5M> Flood Level

Build only with slope protection  and 
intervention, and continuous monitoring.

0.5 - 1.5M Flood Level

Study Area Boundary Study Area Boundary

Site Area Boundary Site Area Boundary

Build only with continuous monitoring.

<0.5M Flood Level
Build only w
interventionintervention

No Dwelling No Dwelling 

Build only w

Main Stream

Key Landscape Viewpoint

Dramatic Slope

View along valley

Slope Landscape

Valley LandscapeStudy Area Boundary

Site Area Boundary

150m

200m150m 250m 300m 350m 400m Main Stream

Secondary Stream

Study Area Boundary Study Area Boundary

Site Area Boundary Site Area Boundary

The integrated bio swales system can function as 
a large water basin. The water in the basin can be 
reused within the project, this may be for  irrigation 
purposes.

Water from the integrated bio 
swales system can be reused to 
irrigate the green and fairways of 
the golf course.

Native plants to be retained and 
habitats to be restored to reduce 
the need for irrigation.

Storm water 
catchment, water 
falling on roofs of villas 
can be redirected  into 
the project wide water 
system and reused.

The club house will be connected with the 
integrated bio swales. Water will be reused 
for flushing toilets, and recharging the 
existing natural systems.

"A catalyst to preserve habitats and natural water systems” 

Adjacent Residential Development

Water

Rough

Fairway

Bunker

Green

Conventional golfcourse Sustainable golfcourse

Integration of  existing natural systems
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